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KEYC-TV 

TV QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT PERIOD JANUARY 1 THROUGH MARCH 31, 2016 

ATTACHED ARE LISTINGS OF BROADCASTS OR BROADCAST SEGMENTS WHICH, IN THE STATION’S 

JUDGEMENT, REFLECT THE STATION’S MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF ASCERTAINED COMMUNITY 

ISSUES DURING THE PERIOD OCTOBER 1, 2015 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2015. 

PROGRAM INDEX: 

 PROGRAM:    DAY:    TIME: 

• KEYC News 12 Morning   Monday-Friday   7:25; 7:55; 8:25; 8:55AM 

• KEYC News 12 Midday   Monday-Friday   12:00-12:30PM 

• KEYC News 12 @ 5   Monday-Friday   5:00-5:30PM 

• KEYC News 12 @ 6   Monday-Saturday  6:00-6:30PM 

• KEYC News 12 @ 9   Monday-Sunday  9:00-9:30PM 

• KEYC News 12 @ 10   Monday-Sunday  10:00-10:30PM 

• Face the Nation    Sunday (Jan.1-Feb. 8)  10:00-10:30AM 

• Face the Nation    Sunday (After Feb. 15)  9:30-10:30AM 

• 60 Minutes    Sunday    6:00-7:00PM 

• 48 Hours    Saturday   9:00-10:00PM 

“KEYC News 12” is a regularly scheduled half-hour newscast that is locally produced.  It has a mix of 

news, weather, sports, and community issue-related feature reports.  Duration of stories listed in this 

report range from 1 to 5 minutes. 

• CBS Evening News   Monday-Friday   5:30-6:00PM 

This is a CBS produced news program featuring news, information and perspectives on the daily events 

of the nation and the world.  The program also features special features on issues and concerns of the 

nation.  These special issue oriented reports are approximately three minutes long. 

• CBS Morning News   Monday-Friday   6:30-7:00AM 

• CBS This Morning   Monday-Friday   7:00-9:00AM 

• CBS This Morning   Saturday   6:00-8:00AM 

This CBS produced news program features news, interviews, weather and information segments and 

feature reports on issues and concerns of the American Public.  The community issue segments usually 

are three to four minutes long. 

• CBS Sunday Morning   Sunday    8:00-9:30AM 



This CBS produced news magazine program focuses on three to four issues or entertainment oriented 

reports in each week’s program.  Many of these reports are interviews.  Each report averages ten to 

twelve minutes long. 

 

Issues/Programs List 

KEYC-TV, Mankato, Minnesota 

2016 – Q1 

 

Community Issues: 

1. Politics 

2. Healthy Lifestyles 

3. Local Economy and Growth 

4. Weather and Its Effects 

5. Crime 

 

POLITICS: 

The 2016 election season was well underway even before January 1
st

.  With a dozen people 

seeking the Republican nomination for president, and three candidates on the Democratic side, 

interest was keen in the race.  Many of the candidates crisscrossed Iowa, including parts of the 

KEYC News 12 viewing area.  Viewers learned more about the candidates through KEYC News 

coverage when candidate Ted Cruz visited the area on January 29
th

.  Jeb Bush and Ben Carson 

came to the area on January 30
th

 .  Viewers learned about the Iowa Caucus process and its 

importance in a story that aired on January 25
th

.  With the help of CBS News, KEYC News 12  

viewers followed the candidates on the campaign trail every day of the week between January 

20
th

 and Iowa Caucus Day on February 1
st

.  KEYC News 12  provided live coverage of the event 

in each broadcast on February 1
st

.  After Iowa’s Caucuses, attention turned to the Minnesota 

Caucuses, when viewers learned about local parties planning for the event, and even hearing 

from the Minnesota Secretary of State on statewide preparations.  Viewers learned more about 



Minnesota’s Caucus process on February 23
rd

 by breaking down the process, where voters can 

participate, and why it should matter.  KEYC News 12 provided live coverage of the Minnesota 

Caucuses on March 1
st

, and addressed the problem created by high turnout at the Minnesota 

Caucuses.    With that, viewers learned about the problems stemming from that high turnout on 

March 2
nd

, and examined the feasibility of scrapping the caucus in favor of a primary after 

Minnesota lawmakers put forth that idea on March 3
rd

. 

The Minnesota State Legislature opened its session with a later than normal start date, but that 

didn’t delay the debate.  KEYC News 12 covered legislative discussions and forums held around 

the area regarding highway funding, Sunday Liquor laws, the state’s budget surplus, veterans’ 

benefits, buffer strips, broadband, and “Right to Die” legislation.  KEYC News 12 had in-depth 

coverage of the Minnesota State Legislature’s opening day on March 8
th

, and analysis of the 

Governor’s State of the State address on March 9
th

. 

  

HEALTHY LIFESTYLES:   

The flu season got a much later start to the season in 2015-1016.  In fact, KEYC News 12 

analyzed the flu-related local hospitalizations rate on January 15
th

.  Doctors told KEYC News 12 

viewers that hospitalizations were down significantly from the prior season.  The flu season did 

grow in intensity, however, albeit much less intense than prior years.  KEYC News 12 alerted 

viewers on March 3
rd

 that the Allina Health hospital chain had imposed flu restrictions on 

visitors.  The local audience learned on March 10
th

 that Minnesota had seen its first flu-related 

death of the season.  Two more deaths were reported on March 18
th

, and viewers learned on 

March 24
th

 about flu season hospitalization rate. 

Additionally, KEYC News 12 is partnering with other community members for an initiative 

known as Thrive: Eat, Move, Sleep.  Three times per week, viewers learn about nutritional 

benefits of certain foods, better ways to get exercise or avoid injury during exercise, and 

attaining better sleep by making small changes in daily habits.  The segments air on Mondays, 

Tuesdays, and Fridays during KEYC News 12 at 5:00 and 10:00. 

KEYC News 12 also broadcasts developing health stories and studies regularly on its Midday, 

5:00pm, 9:00pm, and 10:00pm weekday news programs. 

 

 

 



LOCAL ECONOMY AND GROWTH:   

The Greater Mankato economy continues to do well.  Likewise, the state’s economy continued 

to grow.  We documented the unemployment rates for Minnesota and the Mankato 

Metropolitan Statistical Area on January 21
st

 and March 10
th

 when the state’s Department of 

Employment and Economic Development released those numbers.  KEYC News 12 spoke with 

government and business leaders on those days to learn what was behind the turnaround in 

the jobs numbers, and what retailers and local residents could expect as a result. 

The price of gasoline touches nearly every viewer directly.  Fortunately, the region is looking at 

six-year lows in the price of regular unleaded gas.  KEYC News 12 gave regular price updates 

and state averages on January 4
th

, 11
th

, and 31
st

; February 15
th

 and 29
th

; and March 7
th

, 15
th

, 

and 21
st

.  Furthermore, on March 15
th

, a KEYC News 12 report examined how the low price of 

gasoline is actually hurting the local ethanol industry. 

A large fire destroyed much of Madelia’s business center on February 3
rd

.  The natural question 

to be answered was what would become of all those businesses and jobs that were taken by 

the fire?  Minnesota Governor Mark Dayton toured the damaged area on February 5th and met 

with business owners, when he addressed how he would help business owners get back on 

their feet.  Minnesota’s Department of Employment and Economic Development also came in 

on February 11
th

 to address the needs of the affected business owners.  One by one, KEYC News 

12 told the stories of these businesses trying to get back to normal – a restaurant found a 

temporary home on February 23rd, a flower shop was able to deliver Valentine’s Day flowers 

on February 12
th

, a medical wrap company got back on its feet March 4
th

.  KEYC News 12 

reporters also asked local lawmakers what could be done to help the city on February 5
th

.  

Legislation was finally introduced at the Minnesota capitol on March 24
th

. 

KEYC News 12, as a community partner, made regular announcements on newscasts as well as 

aired regular PSAs to urge viewers to donate money for Greater Mankato Growth’s 

MadeliaStrong recovery fund.  Those announcements and PSAs ran during every newscast 

during a two-week window between February 10
th

 and February 25
th

.  

Additionally, KEYC News 12 viewers receive regular Wall Street updates on KEYC News 12 

Midday and KEYC News 12 at 5.  Wall Street index and stock reports are also seen on KEYC 

News 12 at 5 and 6. 

 

 

 



WEATHER AND ITS EFFECTS: 

Winter can be a challenging time to travel in southern Minnesota and Northern Iowa.  While 

this winter started out slowly, it certainly took its usual, nasty turn during the month of 

February.  When wind blows falling snow, it reduces visibilities out on area highways, forcing 

area schools to either delay opening, close early, or cancel classes altogether.  KEYC News 12 

helps parents by airing weather-related school closings and announcements.  The system is 

used numerous times each month.  KEYC News 12 made dozens of school closing 

announcements on February 2
nd

 and 3
rd

.  During that same storm, the KEYC News 12 team of 

journalists alerted viewers to the great number of highways that were closed by the Minnesota 

Department of Transportation.  KEYC News 12 viewers also were alerted that roads on 

Mankato’s steep hills were closed as a result of the large amount of snow that fell.  Just six days 

later, another significant storm blew in, once again closing down highways and schools.  KEYC 

News 12 viewers saw live reports as the roads were closed on February 7
th

, and as they were 

reopened on February 8
th

.  And once again, the dozens of school closings announcements 

appeared on KEYC News 12.  The last major winter storm of the winter quarter occurred on 

March 23
rd

, causing even more school closings throughout the region.  And again, KEYC News 

12 addressed the issue by getting school announcements out, keeping parents and children off 

the roads unnecessarily.  Of course, each of these storms was forecasted and tracked by the 

KEYC News 12 team of three meteorologists – keeping viewers ahead of the storm. 

CRIME: 

A growing area naturally sees more crime, and Mankato is no exception in spite of its 

reputation of being a safe place.  Data provided by the Mankato Department of Public Safety 

showed that crime increased by 5% in 2015, but that violent crime fell by 11% in that same 

year.  KEYC News 12 viewers learned those facts on January 27
th

.  Likewise, the Blue Earth 

County Attorney furnished an update on his office’s caseload on February 2
nd

, showing that 

2015 had the highest number of felony cases.  KEYC News 12 viewers got an update on that 

caseload again on March 2
nd

, with the number of crimes actually trending downward for 2016.  

However, drugs, controlled substance and crimes inflicting bodily harm are expected to make 

up the majority of criminal filings in the upcoming year.  Sadly, some of that crime can be 

attributed to mental illness.  KEYC News 12 highlighted a new program on February 1
st

  put 

forth by the Blue Earth County Attorney’s office to get mentally ill offenders the help they need, 

potentially diverting them away from the courts and towards resources to keep them law-

abiding. 

Prostitution and human trafficking is a growing problem in southern Minnesota, as well, 

although it’s not well-known.  A consortium of local law enforcement agencies announced it 

was trying to change both of those facts on January 6
th

.  KEYC News 12 examined just how big 



of a problem it is in southern Minnesota, as well as discussed how it became a problem in the 

region.  The KEYC News 12 team updated that effort on March 17
th

 when it reported a number 

of arrests to that point. 

Property crimes also have risen, with significant heists from residential areas taking place on 

February 17
th

, 18
th

, and 24
th

, as seen on KEYC News 12.  A commander with the Mankato 

Department of Public Safety urged residents to remain vigilant and keep doors and windows 

locked on February 24
th

. 

KEYC News 12 journalists were also looking out for their viewers, helping them keep their 

money safe from scam artists.  The news team warned viewers about an ongoing scam on 

February 16
th

, where local residents were getting calls from someone posing as an IRS agent 

demanding money.  Another scam KEYC News 12 viewers learned about on February 25
th

 found 

a company purporting to raise money for the Blue Earth Area Schools, instead pocketing the 

money for themselves as a for-profit company.  Scams aren’t limited to victimizing people – 

some people defraud government agencies and programs.  On March 22
nd

, KEYC News 12 

spoke with the Blue Earth County Human Services Director about a new program his agency is 

implementing to catch fraudulent entitlement claims. 


